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a means to knowledge 
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individuality, proximity, a means to a successful end? 
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john coll ins - treasurer 
sally ruff in - secretary 

william wright- president 
vicki keck - senator 
ray wright - senator 
joe tygart - senator 

student government association 
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senators 
debbie lance 
pam wiley 
wendy rice 
carla mcclure 
tommy fowler 
vicki keck 
steve white 
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don gray_ sga president 
winter quarter 
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moments 

i have now one moment. 
only one moment. 
it is short. 
now it is gone. 
and should i offer 
my whole life in trade; 
i could not bring back 
that one moment. 

in such a moment; 
i wanted to sing for joy. 
but what of others, 
would they mind? 
the moment was gone. 
i'd wasted the joy, 
and it left me. 

in such a moment; 
i wanted to laugh. 
i hesitated . . . . 
and the joke -
was no longer funny. 

in such a moment; 
i wanted to cry. 
to rid myself of sorrow. 
but, i contained the sorrow, 
just for a moment. now . . . it is bitterness. 

in such a moment; 
i wanted to thank god. 
but i turned to another task, 
and forgot to pray. 

in such a moment; 
i wanted to say, "i love you." 
but i was afraid. 
then he was gone, lost to me forever. 
my love remained, 
but to no purpose. 

in such moments; 
we are fools. 

- theresa ast

compassion 

transformation, reduction. 
relocation, morphology. 
nice words. 
represent knowledge. 
knowledge isn't compassion tho. . 
one small, dirty, brown hand in one large clean, white one; 
that's compassion. 

- theresa ast

so swiftly into nothingness 
and back again my heart retreats. 

hear now - the river running 
speeds my mind to sleep. 

don't stop or miss a minute 
vibration. 

while through the trees, 
peace flows over me 

a prayer of simple thanks 
moves my unmoving lips. 

- faye mull ins
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the wind blows on the soft fur of the hill, 
the leaves dance to the music of the time 
to think at this moment is certain death 
death of the mind brings death of the body 
the end comes slowly, silently riding the 

black stallion of infinity 
loneliness tries to dominate my thoughts 
down, down further into the morbid depths 

of depression 
no rope, no ladder, nothing to aid in 

climbing out 
i rode through infinity until you came. 
as the wind blows on the soft fur of the hill 
the sun seeks to touch all of life with its 
fine threads of gold 
silence is heard and felt 
eyes meet and tell the thoughts of two 

alone and hopefully forgotten 
time goes on never to stop but this moment 

stays, never to be given up. 

- michael g. cummin



natural museum 

i am a natural museum. 
some people walk past me, 
and never see me. 

some look at my doors, 
and discuss my contents. 
and still others come inside 
to look at my treasures. 

it feels good when people come inside 
it makes it warm and nice. 

but they always leave before twelve o'clock. 
why? 

it makes me sad when they leave. 

are they afraid i'II lock my doors 
and keep them here? 
why do they leave me? 

it gets so cold when i'm locked inside myself. 
all my treasures turn dingy gray. 
what are you people? 

why do some try to tear me down, 
and others want to remodel me, 
and even more deface my treasures 
and cause me shame. 

i'm cold. 

burn me to the ground with your hate. 
knock down my lonely walls. 
strip me of my treasure till 
only my memory remains. 

only a memory. 
a memory with no container 

will soon spread so thin 
it too will disappear. 

-tony cain.
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too few priests, too many preachers 
too many divine truths 
from too many teachers 
can't you believe you're right 
without telling me i'm wrong? 

i see churches so lost 
in endless ideologies 
they can't even see the faith 
that makes us all the same. 

i look around me 
and see 
people whose smiles look like frowns 
whose up 
are nothing more 
than escapes from downs 
whose courage is the raiment of their fear 
whose honesty is a shield 
to protect them 
from the truth of others 
i wonder who's reading 
what book 
who wrote? 
if you've got one go round in life 
you've got to live it with all the gusto you've got 
even in the beer you drink 
i think 
i've heard enough. 
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there was a crack in the wall i saw 
running clear across my mind 

through it sun shined 
and rain wind blew 
it was a nice crack 

i caught intellectual pneumonia and died. 

-ron williams



looking for constant peace 
this side of the grave 
is like looking for a contact lens 
in a 5000 gallon propane gas tank. 
any body got a match? 

one theory blown to hell, 
what's next? 

in the beginning, there was god 
and hesheit was complete unto sheheitself. 
itheshe could find no meaning outside 
hesheitself, since there was no outside, so 
ishehe created an endless mirror . 

- ron williams
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Ii ke an ocean 
i exist 
beneath a thousand million waves 
of formless thoughts 
what you've bought 

is the container 
full of muddy water 
each of us are 
when the mud clears 
you'll find me here 
loving you . . .  
it don't matter to me 

if you have to be free 
it don't matter to me 

as long as you 
never think you have to be 

something you're not 
to make me happy. 

is that loving you? 

.I Called for <k AieW day 
'fou � hru,� tr.I it o� 
I. Mi>.t't1'eJ for� �t1'\er worlcA
'!ov +vv-�•J your kt�cJ
Now i � +�,.,k of '/•v 
d.Nrl I'M ·h·, •• t 
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i saw 
it 

as the sun 
rose 

it gleamed as i 
looked 

i ran to get a better 
view 

i ran as hard as i 
could 

i was almost 
there 

it was gone 

)bh( 

heart attack 

this is it. 
today they put him 

in the ground, 
like a dog does his bone; 

only there'll be no 
retrieving him. 

he's dead. 
he's dead dead. 

gone. finis. the end. 

it's not his death 
offends me; 

it's what it's doing 
to the living; 

(They had to help her up) 

my god, 
she's so old. 

i didn't know 
she was so old. 

she'll try to dig him up, 
to savor 

the meat of his life; 
but all she'll get 

is a bone 

to burn her heart. 

-cary walsh
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when you were a little girl, did you dream 
about cowboys and indians? 

yeah. sometimes. 
sometimes? 
yeah. sometimes i was a little girl. 
why? 
i guess i got tired of being a cowboy. 
were you always a cowboy? 
ever seen a blonde indian? 
what are you now? 
what are you? now? 
a sprig of life. 
what were you? then? 
a child of nine. 
why? 
because i'II never forget that birthday. 
i'II never forget my seventh. 
why? 
i got a pair of high heels in a clown box. 
and a party? 
yes, and a party. 

melanie mccurley 

leaves 

leaves come in all shapes, sizes and colors, 
to some people they're important, but not to others. 

then what makes this leaf so damned special? 
i never cared about leaves, i suppose they were there 

all the time; i never really thought. 
but this one leaf is better than anything i've ever bought. 

it reminds me of a rainy night and a cold wind in the mountains. 
it means a sunny day and a long drive home. 

i guess the difference is, i didn't find this leaf alone. 

- randall c. jones
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me and charley brown 

why can't i be more emphatic, 
even just a bit fanatic, 
must i be so wishy-washy, 
wobbly on my stand? 

what compells me to be quiet, 
when i'd rather start a riot, 
be a rabble rouser, even 
leader of the band! 

bare my soap box stands, deserted 
while i sit there introverted, 
mumbling "i suppose so's" 
in apologetic tones. 

oh, the jolt that i would feed to 
those i constantly concede to 
should i one day loose the tiger 
lurking in my bones. 

-gail yokubinas
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book house 

no food or drinks allowed. 
smoking in lounge only. 
students must show i.d. 

do no reshelve books. 
headphones must be used. 

who could study here? 

-bud wilson

cosmic man 

across the plains, there moves a form 
with no shelter from the snow or storm. 
he moves to a cave in a rock he sees 
in order that he might be warm. 
much the same as the ants and the bees 
who I ive together among the trees. 
he lives with his own kind, in a special zone 
and forms protective societies. 
he makes instruments from the fallen stone. 
he grunts and grumbles and changes his tone. 
in his competitive game to stay alive 
he fashions tools from his enemies bone. 
the ants in their tunnels and the bees in their hive 
share with this creature, his basic drive. 
as if by some infinite plan 
all the creatures must struggle to survive. 
out of shells he makes the pan. 
he forms other things, as he finds he can. 
he improves his intelligence at an incredible pace. 
this form, this organism, is man. 
now he has become the superior race. 
he thinks and decides, and builds his place. 
he controls all others, and builds from steel 
and expands his travel to outer space. 
the computer, electricity, the automobile, 
rockets, and machines he controls at his will. 
he constructs an unbelievable technology 
and develops atomic weapons to kill. 
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he perfects his senses, develops biology, 
physics, chemistry, and psychology. 
he controls his environment better than the rest. 
he maps and surveys and creates geology. 
he can build a skyscraper, or kill a pest. 
heart transplants and nuclear energy show his zest. 
to see the end, we can only wait. 
when will man obtain his best? 
will he speak with a cow, or control his fate? 
will he manipulate his genes to make him great? 
can he control everything with manipulation? 
is there no limit to what he can create? 
interplanetary travel, artificial inception 
extraterrestrial contact, extrasensory perception. 
he has forgotten the creature he was at the start 
and has perfected the art of self deception. 
to reach this peak may seem quite an art 
but man merely controls a few elements, of which he is 
part. 
to conquer one's "self," a true feat would be. 
to do this, a new way of thought must start. 
man must explore his mind, so that he may see 
what an unbelievable thing it is that he 
may exist to write in simple verse. 
so i pray to whatever gods may be 
to help me find my place in this universe. 

-george morris
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why do you judge me because of 
my skin? 
when really deep down within; 
if you scrape away the black, 
you'll find our color is alike. 

- leventrice lockett

time 

today 
i dropped a month 

in the basket: 
the month of may. 

i remember when 
a month was a year, 

and 31 days, infinity 

(Christmas would never come; 
birthday was forever away; 

and millenium till the wedding day) 

what's happened to 
those floating days 

when time hung 
suspended? 

those timeless days 
time itself 

has ended. 

-cary walsh

oh bird aloft midst mist and miles of 
space above the earth and earth-bound things, 
tell me, oh feathered brother to my yearning heart 
is it fun, having wings? 

- russ clay
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war 

you know, there's only 15 of us now. 
used to be 50. 
but then john died this morning. 
and dave too ... wait not this morning. 
i meant he died, but not this morning. 
it was night before last - i think. 
just want everyone to understand when. 
that's very important, you know? 
what did you say? where's jim? 
i loved jim. my best friend. 
oh ... he's out there somewhere. 
they killed him, too. 
not easy, but slow. 
i could hear him, out there, screaming. 
i didn't get there in time. 
i think ... 
i think i stopped along the way to play. 
it was bad ... very bad. 
for awhile they thought i was going to go crazy. 
but now, now i'm just fine! 
wish jim wouldn't have been killed tho. 

- theresa ast

hold on to that which is good 

your pat answers and placards 
sound each day more 
like the madison avenue 
you deplore 
has their slick sloganeering 
satisfied you 
that improved necessarily 
follows new? 

- gail yokubinas
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kennesaw junior college - what do those words say to you? 
it they say nothing, then you've missed something, and that's the why and 
wherefore of this magazine. melting-pot school in the shade of a warrior 
mountain, overstuffed high school, a refuge for readjusting veterans -
kjc takes on many shapes and forms depending on where you are standing 
and what you hear. in order to give voice to the many deep undercurrents 
of thought and emotion flowing beneath the quiet, busy surface of kennesaw, 
a magazine has been created. the title of the magazine reflects both the tone 
of the school and the intent of the magazine. share is a gentle word, 
low key and personal. kennesaw is a low key school, with time to learn 
and time to think, and now, with the advent of this magazine, time to share. 

in this, the first issue of share, we will introduce you to just a few 
of the thoughts and emotions of your fellow students, hoping that in future 
issues of share you will find it possible to share with us some of your 
own creative offerings. by sharing, perhaps you and i and everyone can take 
away from kennesaw some of the deep emotion and thought which exist in all 
of us. only by sharing will we know how we differ and even more important, 
how very, very much we have in common. enjoy. 

-f. s. game!
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knowing the past is past 
and knowing the future is a second 
away from now, 
here i am. 

and if i'm here 
i see that a school is more 
than a place for answers. 
without questions 
a school cannot exist. 

kennesaw, you big parking lot, 
what can we do? 

-f. s. game!
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dr. horace w. sturgis 
president of the college 
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dr. robert h. akerman 
dean of the college 

dr. carol I. martin 
dean of student affairs 



frank wilson 
counselor 

coordinator of student affairs 
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clyde mcdonald 
admissions and records 

charles n. chandler 
assistant controller 
mare adams 
procurement officer 
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roger hopkins 
controller 
mrs. maxwell 
president's secretary 



linda arnett 
secretary-admissions 

ruth ander�on-clerk typist 
onzelle rice-clerk typist 
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thomas h. rogers, jr. 
. registrar

director of admissions 

mildred stringer-secretary 
office of the controller 
cu Ilene morgan-community services 
el len smith-secretary 
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remell williams 
secretary 



kay miller-assistant 
mary best-librarian 

dorothy wilkins 
clerk-typist 
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john kelso 
audio-visual assistant 

terri ferguson - secretary 
barbara blackwell - secretary 

shirley bromley - science secretary 
virginia landsberg - physical education 
secretary 
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christine reese- cashier 
ruth reeves- accounting clerk 
maintenance crew 

lou turner - food services alice hogsed - food services 
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mrs. woods auxiliary 
enterprises 
mrs. gray- book store 

I.e. howl and - director



dr. david harris- chairman 
physical education 
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grady palmer- physical education 

jerry hogge - physical 
education 

toby hopper - physi
cal education 

john greider - chairman humanities division 

madeline miles 
secretary 

joan west- spanish thomson salter - art 
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david ogg- music 

virginia hinton - en
glish 
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gary fox- english 
opal cosey- english 

david jones- english 
dr. elliott hill - english 

donald fay- english 
mary swain - english 
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fred roach - social science 
thorn as roe - social science 
j.b. tate- social science 
charlie martin - social science 
geraldine casse- social science 
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dr. apostolos ziros - soc!al sc!ence 
ran tebeest - social science 

george beggs - chairman (not pictured) anne early- social science 
thorn as scott - social science 
james keith - education 
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dr. herbert davis - chairman science division 
thomas thomson - math 

mary tidwell - math 
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rodney thorland - physics 
dr. frank walker- chemistry 
charlotte dickinson - chemistry 
peter bostick - biology 



ira b. guy- math 
micah y. chan- math 
carlton neville- math 
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dr. bowman davis - biology 
charlotte sachs - nursing 

june walls - nursing 
sherrie harris- nursing 
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frank black 
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dale cranford 
hoppy croft 
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sherry dempsey 
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tommy fowler 
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dena johnston 
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gary jolly 
charles jones 
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